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What is time?

• Spend time on my project

• Invest time in writing my book

• Lose time because my car broke down

• Waste time reading a trashy novel 

• Found time because the meeting was cancelled

• Spare time (like spare change)

• Run out of time (if I don’t get going)

Time is money: Scare, precious 

In the mind, the arrow of time flows both forwards and 
backwards

Backward -- We remember previous events

Forward -- We envision future events

We know envisioning the future is fraught with error, 
but so is remembering the past. We can suffer illusions 

of remembering.

Metacognition

What do people know about their own mental 
! performance? 

Example (for U.S. college students): 

What is the capital of Australia? 

Brisbane Perth Sydney Canberra

Most common answer: Sydney

Confidence rating of answer: High (often 4 on a 4-
! point scale, with 4 = Very sure)

Many people have trouble believing 
their memories play tricks on 

them: 
“If I distinctly remember an event, 

it must be true.”





Back to confidence and memory...

Consequences of memory illusions 

Mostly harmless: Mike Russell’s story

But some are critical, and often these 
! occur in courtroom situations with 
! erroneous testimony based on 
! memory

Innocence Project

Innocence Project
Common assumption: Confidence and accuracy are 
! highly related

Theory behind the assumption: Some version of 
! “trace strength” theory

• Experiences change the nervous system, leaving memory traces 
or engrams

• Engrams vary in strength

• Trace strength determines accuracy: Stronger traces lead to 
more accurate memories

• Trace strength also determines confidence:
greater strength           greater confidence

• ∴ Confidence and accuracy reflect the same underlying entity    
(strength of the memory trace)

In experimental settings, we can control and know 
! what events occurred and so can determine if 
! confidence and accuracy are related.

In legal settings we can only know a witness’s 
! confidence. People in the legal system assume a tight 
! link, so infer accuracy from confidence. 

But what if confidence is sometimes high and 
! accuracy is low?   

U.S. Supreme Court 

Neil vs. Biggers (1972)

Supreme Court has ruled that high confidence 
(certainty) is one critical criterion to judge veracity 
of a witness. 

“I have no doubt ... When I first laid eyes on him, I 
knew that it was the individual, because his face -- 
well, there was just something that I don’t think I 
could ever forget.”



What do cognitive and social psychologists have to 
! say about the relation between confidence and 
! memory?

“...the relative accuracy of people’s confidence is high. Higher confidence ratings 
! almost inevitably mean that the item had been previously presented. Low ratings 
! correlate very well with the item being new.”

           Dunlosky & Metcalfe (2009)

“Confidence is neither a useful predictor of the accuracy of a particular witness nor 
! of the accuracy of particular statements made by the same witness.” 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! Smith, Kassin, & Ellsworth (1989)

“There is little or no relationship between the accuracy of witness identification and 
! his or her confidence in it.”         

            Wells (1995)

Why all these diverse opinions about confidence 
! and accuracy?  Who is right? 

Everyone, it turns out. But everyone is partly 
! wrong, too. 

3.  Across event (or across item) correlation

4.  Within-people, across events

For each person, are events about which people are most confident most 
accurately recalled or recognized?

1.   Across-conditions correlation

If a variable is manipulated that affects accuracy, does it also affect confidence?  

2.  Across-people correlations

Are people who are more generally confident also more accurate?

Four ways of asking about the confidence/accuracy relationship:

Are some events/items/people both more accurately remembered 
and confidence about them is well calibrated?

Answers to these 4 questions need not agree.

In legal settings, such as eyewitness identification of a 
! suspect, accuracy is not known. The only measure 
! that can be !obtained is confidence. 

Unfortunately, confidence can be affected by many
! variables besides strength of the !original
! memory trace.

The critical question:

How can a person have a false memory and be 
! highly confident of it?

Consider the problem of similarity

Lawrence Berson Richard Carbone George Morales

Buckhout (1974)



Accessing memory is cue-dependent: the match 
! between the cue used for retrieval and the trace 
! is critical.

So similarity matters: a person can have a !trace of 
! the event that is matched by a cue, even if the 
! cue is not the correct person.

However, the false confidence problem is not
! always this simple.  People often make an
! erroneous judgment even when the suspect and 
! perpetrator do not look much alike.

An Associative Memory Illusion
! !    !   
Subjects study lists of 15 related words, all associates 

of a single word that is not presented.

Immediate recall with a warning against guessing. 
Then a recognition test with confidence ratings.

    bed       rest        awake     tired      dream
    wake     snooze   blanket    doze     slumber
    snore    nap         peace      yawn     drowsy

Roediger & McDermott (1995)    

48 old (studied) words

48 new (unstudied) words

16 critical lures

Recognition Test

awake

tiger

sleep

awake

OLD

NEW

4 sure old
3 probably old
2 probably new
1 sure new

Studied “Old” .86            Critical lure “Old” .84

OldOld NewNew

Sure Probably Probably Sure

4 3 2 1

Studied words .75 .11 .09 .05

Unrelated lures .00 .02 .18 .80

Critical lures .58 .26 .08 .08

Roediger & McDermott (1995)

Goal of our new research project: 

Find a paradigm that can yield positive, zero, and 
negative correlations between accuracy and 
confidence in the same experiment (with the 

same people and same materials)

K. Andrew DeSoto

12 lists of categorized items x

! 20 words per category

Study: 120 words (evens or odds)

Recognition test: 240 words

120 old

120 new (alternate)

DeSoto & Roediger

eagle

bluejay

hawk

crow

parrot

pigeon

dove

falcon

owl

penguin

robin

cardinal

bluebird

hummingbird

sparrow

seagull

parakeet

canary

ostrich

Birds



Recognition Test

parakeet

confidence

  

OLD

NEW

0
not at all 
confident

100
entirely 

confident
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%
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Confidence

Studied Lures

Accuracy for studied items assigned 100 confidence:

Accuracy for lure items assigned 100 confidence:

98%

66%

Conclusions

Illusions of remembering can be readily produced in the 
! lab as in life: People remember events that never 
! happened, often with high confidence.

Confidence and accuracy can be positively related, 
! negatively related or unrelated. It depends on the 
! situation and no blanket generalizations are justified. 

The fact that a witness is highly confident in 
! recognizing or recalling cannot be used as a !perfect        
! index of accuracy. 

Certainly similarity of cue to encoded event plays a 
! role in confidence, but other factors are at work.


